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SAINT PIERRE & MIQUELON
STAMP SHORTAGE OF 1926

(c) James R. (Jim) Taylor, MSc. P.Geol.
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Political circumstances: Colony – French Shore
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St. Pierre Miquelon Stamps 1926
Stamp Shortage 1926 ‘PP’ Provisional Handstamps

Chronology and Catalogue list
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Introduction –

Geography:
Isolated in
North Atlantic
Formerly strategic
economically &
militarily
Climate:
Harsh snowy winter
Ice jams can
block sea access
Foggy mild summers
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St. Pierre Miquelon
• French Colony and
British Colony
in 16th and 17th Century

• French re-colonized
archipelago in 1816
• French ‘Territorial
Collective’ or ‘TOM’ in
present day
• The ‘French Shore’ was
ceded to Newfoundland
by Entente Cordiale of 1904

Map by Tanya Saunders. ©2001 Newfoundland and Labrador Heritage Web Site.
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Only five Post Offices on the
Archipelago
• Saint Pierre (chief town)
• Ile aux Chiens, name
changed to le aux Marins –
closed 1950s

• Langlade (Summer village or
Farm House) – closed 1990s
• Miquelon
• Saint Pierre Philatelic Bureau
in an office separate from main
post office at St. Pierre
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St. Pierre in 1926 during the prosperous times of la fraude

On the Quai Roncière
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la fraude made a millionaire of Henry Morazè

and a philatelic celebrity...
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Crates of liquor bottles pilled high dockside off loaded
from freighters in bound from Canada and Europe

Liquor was legally imported from Canada, Europe and the
West Indies. At it’s height 300,000 cases a month were
‘diverted’ from St. Pierre to the United States
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Wooden crates of liquor bottles and drums dockside.
Liquor warehouses in the background.
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Crates of liquor bottles and drums loaded aboard smaller ships for
the trip down the United States eastern seaboard.

St-Pierre-Miquelon by 1926 had become the hub of liquor smuggling for the east coast
of North America and Canada became one of the biggest producers of spirits in the
world. Companies like Hiram Walker, BC Distilleries and Seagram saw their profits
skyrocket. And a legion of mariners were baptized rum runners - a term that sometimes
also applied to their vessels.
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Stamp shortages follow a predictable pattern

1. At first, after the post office
has exhausted its supply of
letter-rate stamps, it offers
lower denominations stamps to
make up the letter rate.

Post Office at St. Pierre circa 1926

2. This results in some
unusual combinations of
stamp denominations or
even large blocks of low
value stamps to make up
the proper rate.
3. Eventually supplies of the
lower values also are
depleted and some sort of
cash-pay system has to be
devised to prepay the
correct postage.
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In March 1926, the St. Pierre
post office began running low on
stamps, particularly the 30-centime
(Scott 92) which paid the letter rate
to France, and the 5-centime (Scott
83), which paid the local letter rate.
The 30-centime, printed in
red brown and dark blue, pictured a
petrel seabird in full flight, from the
long- running pictorial series
introduced in 1909. The 5-centime,
printed in blue and black, depicted a
bearded, weather-beaten face of a
St. Pierre fisherman.
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Mail to Canada and other countries was franked with stamps, even if it took odd
combinations and overlapping. This cover is addressed to a commercial firm in Gaspé,
Québec, Canada and postmarked March 23, 1926. If is franked with 25 x 2c stamps
prepaying the proper 50c commercial invoice rate to Canada.
Of coarse trying to fit the stamps on the limited envelope space was a problem 15

This cover is franked with odd values to make up the 1-franc letter rate to
Montréal. An examination of the postmark reveals it was posted March 27,
1926 during the stamp shortage as certain stamp values ran out at St. Pierre.

‘Story’ covers, like this one or the one on the previous slide, are very rare.
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The situation at the St. Pierre post office became so intolerable that on
March 28, 1926 a Provisional Handstamp was used to prepay postage
charges to France and to local and inter-island addresses. Letters were and
cash payment handed across the post office counter and the postal clerk
applied the handstamp and postmarked the envelope.
The chronology of the 1926 Provisional Handstamps

Cover to Paris franked with a 30-centime handstamp
Dated at St. Pierre March 29, 1926
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P P 0 30
SAINT-PIERRE

Used
March 28-29, April
24, 26-28, 30
May 3-7

Although the handstamp includes the word "GOUVERNEMENT",
French for government, the handstamps were only used to prepay
regular mail. They were not used as "official" mail handstamps as they
sometimes are incorrectly described in auction catalogues and dealer
lists.
Six types listed and numbered by denomination, Type 1 nondenominated, 5-centime, Types 2, 2A and 3; and the 30-centime,
Types 4 and 5. The various dates of use are established from Stone
(1978), Tillard (1995), and from dated covers in the author’s collection.
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Another 30-centime handstamp used on a cover dated April 26 that traveled from St.
Pierre to Bourbourg, France.
Although the corner card of a commercial firm, Newfoundland Store Co., is shown on
this cover, the manuscript "No. 12" indicates that it was one of a series of similar,
philatelically inspired covers. The addition of the 1-centime stamp is redundant but
indicates that even the lowest denomination was still available.
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A typical cover posted on April 26, 1926 from St. Pierre to Paris is franked with a 30centime provisional handstamp and 75-centimes in stamps
(a combination of a 5-, 15-, 20-, and 25-centime) to prepay the registration fee.
Although supplies of the 30-centime stamps apparently exhausted, these lower
denomination stamps were still available; supplies however, were diminishing.
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Registered Cover dated May 3, 2006 to Saintes, France
An additional 1-franc stamp overpays the 75-centimes registration fee,
perhaps as a result of no 75-centime stamps available
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A May 6 registered cover to
Saintes, France.
The cover has a 30-centime
handstamp and a single 75-centime
stamp.

An April 30 registered cover to
Saintes, France
The cover also has a 30-centime
handstamp and two stamps 30-centime
and 45-centime
THIS 30c IS THE STAMP IN SHORTAGE !
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P P 0 05
SAINT-PIERRE

Used
May 6-7
Three Types

On May 6, a second provisional handstamp was introduced to indicate payment of the 5centime local letter rate. Covers using the PP 0 05 handstamps posted to France must of paid
the difference in the letter rate in cash at the Post Office counter. This confusing payment
system may be the reason for the short period that the PP 0 005 handstamps were in use23

The 5 centime denomination cachets

SAINT-PIERRE
Used May 6-7
SCARCE

thinner taller letters
SAINT-PIERRE
Used May 6 VERY RARE

ST-PIERRE
Used May 6
RARE*

*Note change in - the lower rectangle reads the abbreviation ST-PIERRE
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Used
May 6

Backstamp

The very rare thin letters and numbers
PP 0 05 SAINT-PIERRE
on cover May 6 (only date known) to Dijon , France
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PP 0 05 SAINT PIERRE
Only used on two days May 6-7, 1926

PP 0 05 SAINT PIERRE
May 6, 1926

PP 0 05 SAINT PIERRE
May 7, 1926
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PP 0 05 ST-PIERRE
Only used on a single day May 6, 1926

PP 0 05 SAINT PIERRE
May 6, 1926

PP 0 05 ST-PIERRE
May 6, 1926

PP 0 05 ST-PIERRE
May 6, 1926

Local Covers. On the left addressed to M. Louis Tillard the grandfather of Jean-Jacques
Tillard, a PSSC member and on the right to Ernest Hardy of the Cod fishing Company.
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PP
Undenominated
Handstamp
SAINT-PIERRE

Used
May 10-14, 1719,21,22,25
and 26

The apparent confusion created
by the PP 0 05 gave rise to the
PP undenominated handstamp

Cover to the village of Miquelon
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P P handstamps on local mail. ‘ev’ on the right cover is an
abbreviation for en ville , or in town
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<<P.P.>> 0 30 Handstamp
ST-PIERRE

Used
June 29, 30;
July 1-3, 5-6, 9 and 11
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<<P.P.>> 0 30 Handstamp on mail to France
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Postmarks of the outer islands
The postmark styles in 1926 follow the pattern
of metropolitan France. A circular postmark
indicates the chief office, St. Pierre while suboffices used hexagonal postmarks.

MIQUELON, the village on the island
of the same name, is a common
receiving mark on the PP
undenominated handstamp.
LANGLADE, a settlement of summer
cottages and a few farms on
Langlade island south of and
attached by a sand spit to the island
of Miquelon, is rare.

The postmark
of ILE CHIENS
a small island
settlement of
fishermen on
a small island
in St. Pierre
harbor is
scarce.
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There was some confusion by French postal clerks on encountering the PP cachets

Someone (artistically inclined)
was compelled to outdo the St.
Pierrais with their own boxed
cachet

A clerk at Dijon applied a T in
triangle (for taxe or postage due),
then stuck on a French postage
due stamp in the lower left. He
then thought the better of it and
removed the stamp and corrected
the mistake by crossing out the T
and applied a postmarked where
the due stamp was removed.
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A Review and catalogue of the Six PP Handstamp Types

The undenominated cachet

Type 1
SAINT-PIERRE
Used May 10-14, 1719,21,22,25 and 26
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The 5 centime denomination cachets

Type 2
SAINT-PIERRE
Used May 6-7
SCARCE

Type 2A thinner taller
letters and numbers
SAINT-PIERRE
Used May 6
VERY RARE

Type 3
ST-PIERRE
Used May 6
RARE

Note change in Type 3 - the lower rectangle reads ST-PIERRE
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The 30 centime denomination cachets

Type 4
SAINT-PIERRE
Used March 28, 29;
April 24, 26-28, 30;
May 3-7

Type 5
ST-PIERRE
Used June 29,
30; July 1-3, 5-6,
9 and 11

Note changes in Type 5 – <<P.P.>> 0 30 and
the lower rectangle reads ST-PIERRE
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Type 1. PP (nondenominated)
SAINT-PIERRE
May 10-14, 17-19, 21, 22, 25 and 26

Type 2. PP 0 05
SAINT-PIERRE
May 6-7

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON
PROVISIONAL HANDSTAMPS 1926
MARCH 28 – JULY 11
Type 2A. PP 0 05 (larger thinner letters)
SAINT-PIERRE
May 6

Type 3. PP 0 05
ST-PIERRE
May 6, also exists on cover undated

Type 4. PP 030
SAINT-PIERRE
March 28, 29; April 24, 26-28, 30: May 3-7

Type 5. <<P.P.>> 0 30
ST-PIERRE
June 29, 30; July 1-3, 5-7, 9 and 11

Covers with clear, dated Miquelon, Ile aux Chiens or Langlade cancels rate premiums.
(c) 1999, 2008 James R. Taylor
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The last day of use of the 30-centime "<<P.P.>> 0
30" and "ST-PIERRE" hand-stamp was July 11, 1926 .
Higher denomination stamps, still in good supply as
evidenced by their use on mail, were used to prepay
additional weight step letters and for fees such as
registration or the higher letter rates to foreign countries.
The reason for the 1926 stamp shortage is not
known. Severe weather could have kept the supply ship
from France, but the harbor at St. Pierre is noted for being
ice-free. Also while 1926 was a cool winter, it is not
remembered for an ice-blockade. Perhaps some sort of
bureaucratic foul-up at St. Pierre or a Paris-based official
temporarily forgetting about the tiny territory. These are all
possibilities.
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The novelty of the provisional handstamps
was not lost on many of the philatelically minded
local inhabitants.
Exotic combinations of handstamps and
adhesives and unusual postal markings involved
some collusion of the sender with postal clerks
(Stone, 1981).
Many hundreds of covers were prepared to
receive the unusual post paid marking and then sent
to friends, relatives and collectors. Their activity
permit today's collectors to trace the interesting
postal history of a stamp shortage using actual
mailed pieces.
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The five types of provisional handstamps
Types 1 through 5 were illustrated and listed
in the St. Pierre & Miquelon Specialized
Catalogue (Taylor, 1998, p. 52-55) with full
catalogue numbers 148 through 152. Taylor
(2006) has added a sixth type, designated
Type 2A, number 149A.
Four types of the provisional handstamps
were listed in the 2004 and subsequent
edition of the Dallay Catalogue (p. 74) but are
not given catalogue numbers. In Dally, the
three scarce Types 2, 2A and 3 of this
presentation (with P P 0 05) are not listed.
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